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CT-10 Response
The Response CT-10 employs a unique twist 
aluminum agitator with three distinct fills 
to clean and polish hard surfaces as well 
as offering surface grooming to area rugs. 
Unlike traditional stiff brush agitators the soft 
synthetic fill of the Response CT-10 is gentle on 
delicate surfaces. All touch points are further 
protected with soft pads and non marring 
wheels to further protect your home.

The unique fill allows the agitator to be fully 
exposed to the floor surface for more effective 
cleaning seeming to float over the surface with 
little effort. This floating effect coupled with a tool 
weight less than 1.5 pounds makes the Response 
CT-10 avoid the bangs and mars to furnishings 
associated with the traditional heavy electric 

nozzles. The  3” 
low profile lets 
you get in and 
under low
tables, chairs, 
and the bed.

A double swivel 
neck position at 
the floor lets the 
Response CT-
10 access areas 
missed when 
using an upright 
or traditional 
power nozzle.
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MIXED FLOORS SHUTTER SYSTEM MARKETING
Todays’ consumers are showing a strong 
preference for mixed floor surfaces in their new 
or remodeled homes. Hard wood, laminate, 
stone, tile, and new vinyl surfaces overlaid with 
premium wool area rugs are at the top of the 
discriminating consumers list of preferences.
 
These new surfaces posed a challenge to 
traditional cleaning solutions requiring the 
consumer to change machines or tools to 
address each surface.  Cen-Tec Systems has 
responded with the new CT-10 Response mixed 
floor electric nozzle designed to clean them all 
without the need to change tools.

Eliminates concerns 
about wear to hand tied 
and factory produced 
premium wool rugs.

Ideal for stone, tile, vinyl, 
and laminate. Captures 
debris from grout lines, 
dusts, and polishes.

Polishes wood floors
and picks up dirt 
between planks.

A true solution for
todays’  homes.

As if the ability to clean mixed surfaces without
the need to change tools isn’t enough the soft 
agitator permits the addition of a shutter over 
the agitator which will open up to ninety degrees 
making the Response CT-10 the best edge
cleaning tool available.

Ideal for stair risers, up against fine cabinets, or 
cleaning the kick board in the kitchen the Response 
CT-10 will get to places no other tool will reach.

Nothing replaces the value associated with 
a real life in store demonstration. We have 
prepared a video showing the Response CT-10 
in action  which you can access in your store 
or attach to your website to help bring the 
consumer in for a hands on trial.  If you prefer 
static images or an in store display to assist 
in your presentation we have them available 
upon request.

Go to our blog post on the CT-10 shown below 
to view the video, or search “CT-10 Response” 
on Youtube.

www.centecsystems.com/blog/

The Response 
series of products 
are supported by a 
strong MAP policy 
and restricted 
distribution to insure 
a profitable sale. We 
welcome suggestions 
to enhance this 
program and 
facilitate your sale of 
the complete Cen-Tec 
range of products.


